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ABSTRACT
We examine the influence of dark matter halo assembly on the evolution of a simulated ∼ L?
galaxy. Starting from a zoom-in simulation of a star-forming galaxy evolved with the EAGLE
galaxy formation model, we use the genetic modification technique to create a pair of com-
plementary assembly histories: one in which the halo assembles later than in the unmodified
case, and one in which it assembles earlier. Delayed assembly leads to the galaxy exhibit-
ing a greater present-day star formation rate than its unmodified counterpart, whilst in the
accelerated case the galaxy quenches at z ' 1, and becomes spheroidal. We simulate each
assembly history nine times, adopting different seeds for the random number generator used
by EAGLE’s stochastic subgrid implementations of star formation and feedback. The sys-
tematic changes driven by differences in assembly history are significantly stronger than the
random scatter induced by this stochasticity. The sensitivity of ∼ L? galaxy evolution to dark
matter halo assembly follows from the close coupling of the growth histories of the central
black hole (BH) and the halo, such that earlier assembly fosters the formation of a more mas-
sive BH, and more efficient expulsion of circumgalactic gas. In response to this expulsion, the
circumgalactic medium reconfigures at a lower density, extending its cooling time and thus in-
hibiting the replenishment of the interstellar medium. Our results indicate that halo assembly
history significantly influences the evolution of ∼ L? central galaxies, and that the expulsion
of circumgalactic gas is a crucial step in quenching them.
Key words: galaxies: formation – galaxies: evolution – galaxies: haloes – (galaxies:) quasars:
supermassive black holes – methods: numerical
1 INTRODUCTION
Galaxy surveys have revealed that the present-day galaxy pop-
ulation can be broadly categorised into two populations within
the colour vs. stellar mass parameter space: the “blue cloud” of
star-forming and usually disc-dominated galaxies, and the “red se-
quence” of mostly quiescent, spheroidal or elliptical galaxies (e.g.
Baldry et al. 2004; Balogh et al. 2004; Baldry et al. 2006; Muzzin
et al. 2013). The relative scarcity of galaxies in the “green valley”
that separates these two populations implies that the transition of
galaxies from the blue cloud to the red sequence must occur rapidly
in a “quenching” process; unveiling how this process occurs is a key
aim of galaxy formation theory.
For a galaxy to transition from the blue cloud to the red se-
quence, it must either exhaust or otherwise lose its supply of star-
forming gas, and prevent it from being efficiently replenished by
cooling flows (e.g. Schawinski et al. 2014). Various mechanisms
for this have been proposed, which broadly fall into two cate-
gories that are distinct and separable in the context of galaxy sur-
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veys: “mass quenching” and “environment quenching” (Peng et al.
2010). Environment quenching is most relevant for satellite galax-
ies (Peng et al. 2012; Woo et al. 2015); example mechanisms in-
clude the removal of gas by ram-pressure stripping, or by tidal
forces (Gunn & Gott 1972; van den Bosch et al. 2008; McCarthy
et al. 2008; Wetzel et al. 2013; Kukstas et al. 2019). Mass quench-
ing mechanisms are purely internal and apply to all galaxies; they
are so named because their operation is strongly correlated with
stellar mass.
The most commonly considered internal mechanism for
quenching is the injection of feedback energy, which can in princi-
ple both eject gas from the galaxy and provide heat to offset cooling
flows (e.g. White & Frenk 1991). Feedback associated with the for-
mation and evolution of massive stars has long been implemented
in galaxy formation models as a means to regulate star formation
in low-mass galaxies (e.g. Navarro & White 1993; Cole et al. 2000;
Springel & Hernquist 2003; Dalla Vecchia & Schaye 2008, 2012;
Henriques et al. 2013; Stinson et al. 2013), however in higher-mass
systems the energy available from massive stars and supernovae is
insufficient for regulating galaxy growth to observed levels (e.g.
Crain et al. 2009; Henriques et al. 2019). To reproduce the high-
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mass ends of both the galaxy stellar mass function and red sequence
by quenching star formation on the mass scales of ∼ L? galaxies
and above, modern models typically invoke feedback from active
galactic nuclei (AGN) (e.g. Di Matteo et al. 2005; Bower et al.
2006, 2012; Croton et al. 2006; Somerville et al. 2008; Vogels-
berger et al. 2014; Schaye et al. 2015; Dubois et al. 2016; McCarthy
et al. 2017; Kaviraj et al. 2017; Tremmel et al. 2017; Henden et al.
2018; Weinberger et al. 2018; Davé et al. 2019). This mechanism is
motivated by observations of AGN-driven, mass-loaded outflows at
both low and high redshift (e.g. Rupke & Veilleux 2011; Maiolino
et al. 2012; Harrison et al. 2014; Cicone et al. 2015, 2016; Bae et al.
2017; Rupke et al. 2017; Bischetti et al. 2019; Fluetsch et al. 2019),
and by observed correlations between quenching and both the cen-
tral black hole mass (Terrazas et al. 2016, 2017) and proxies for it
(Bluck et al. 2014, 2016; Teimoorinia et al. 2016).
AGN-driven jets are observed to influence the gaseous intr-
acluster medium (ICM) associated with local galaxy clusters, in-
flating cavities that inhibit efficient radiative cooling (e.g. McNa-
mara & Nulsen 2007; Fabian 2012; Hlavacek-Larrondo et al. 2015),
and help maintain the quiescence of the central galaxy. The effects
of AGN feedback on the circumgalactic medium (CGM) of ∼ L?
galaxies remain ill-constrained from both an observational and the-
oretical perspective (for a review, see Tumlinson et al. 2017), but
given the readily-observable effects of AGN feedback on the gas
associated with more-massive haloes, it is plausible and arguably
likely that AGN also significantly influence the properties of the
CGM, and that the induced changes may play an important role in
quenching.
In the absence of strong observational constraints on the con-
nection between the properties of the CGM and the quenching of
∼ L? galaxies, one can instead seek insight from cosmological,
hydrodynamical simulations in which the efficiencies of feedback
processes are calibrated to ensure that the model produces realis-
tic galaxies. The EAGLE simulations (Schaye et al. 2015; Crain
et al. 2015) represent an ideal testbed for such a study, since the pa-
rameters of their subgrid prescriptions for feedback are calibrated
only against observations of well-characterised stellar properties of
galaxies, leaving the nature of the gaseous universe as a prediction
of the simulation. Schaller et al. (2015) showed that the EAGLE
model expels a significant fraction of the baryons bound to dark
matter haloes below the mass scales of galaxy groups, producing
a monotonically-rising relation between the CGM mass fraction,
fCGM, and halo mass. This expulsion is largely driven by the en-
trainment of CGM baryons in galactic outflows, since more gas is
expelled from EAGLE haloes than is ejected from the interstellar
medium of their central galaxies (Mitchell et al. 2020).
Present-day galaxies in EAGLE exhibit significant diversity
in fCGM at a fixed halo mass, indicating differences in the impact
of feedback on the gaseous environments of galaxies. Davies et al.
(2019, hereafter D19) showed that at fixed halo mass, fCGM corre-
lates strongly with proxies for the halo assembly time, such that
earlier-assembling haloes exhibit lower present-day CGM mass
fractions than their later-assembling counterparts1. D19 showed
that this correlation is driven by AGN feedback; earlier-assembling
haloes foster the growth of more massive central black holes (BHs)
(Booth & Schaye 2010, 2011), which liberate more AGN feedback
energy than is typical of BHs hosted by haloes of similar mass,
1 Matthee et al. (2017, see also Chaves-Montero et al. 2016) showed that
scatter about the median stellar mass-halo mass relation also correlates with
proxies for assembly time, in haloes of mass M200 . 1012 M
thus expelling a greater fraction of the CGM. Davies et al. (2020,
hereafter D20) found that this expulsion elevates the cooling time
of the CGM, inhibiting the replenishment of the central galaxy’s
interstellar medium (ISM) and establishing a preference for early-
assembling, gas-poor haloes to host quenched, spheroidal/elliptical
galaxies (and vice-versa). D20 showed that these correlations are
also present in the IllustrisTNG simulations (Pillepich et al. 2018;
Nelson et al. 2018; Springel et al. 2018, hereafter TNG), which
employ markedly different subgrid treatments for both stellar and
AGN feedback to those of EAGLE. Complementary results were
also found by Zinger et al. (2020), who examined the influence of
AGN feedback on the thermodynamic state of circumgalactic gas
at various radial distances from TNG galaxies.
These lines of evidence are suggestive of an intimate connec-
tion between the assembly histories of dark matter haloes, which
are established by the initial power spectrum of density fluctua-
tions (a property of the adopted cosmogony), and the astrophysical
processes of quenching and morphological transformation. State-
of-the-art galaxy formation models thus appear to indicate that the
establishment of a red sequence of central galaxies requires that the
content and structure of the CGM are transformed by AGN feed-
back in order to inhibit gas inflows, and that the impact of this effect
(at fixed halo mass) is governed primarily by the assembly history
of the parent dark matter halo. Galaxy formation models must self-
consistently and realistically follow the evolution of both galaxies
and their gaseous environments to capture this process, which ap-
pears to be a crucial and somewhat overlooked step in the quench-
ing and morphological transformation of galaxies.
The large cosmic volumes followed by the current generation
of state-of-the-art simulations of galaxy evolution yield populations
of ∼ L? galaxies in diverse environments, enabling the compari-
son of similarly-massive haloes with markedly different assembly
histories. A key limitation of this approach, however, is that these
comparisons are necessarily made between different haloes, pre-
cluding the unambiguous establishment of a direct and exclusive
causal connection between the properties of galaxy-CGM ecosys-
tems and the assembly histories of their host dark matter haloes.
Other potential driving factors, such as the environment of the halo
for example, may also play a significant role. To remedy this, one
might envisage performing simulations of increasingly large vol-
ume, enabling finer sub-sampling of the halo population to miti-
gate these effects, however this approach is clearly both costly and
inefficient.
An alternative method, which yields a cleaner test of the in-
fluence of assembly history on galaxy properties, is to carefully
modify the initial conditions of the matter comprising an individual
halo, such that its assembly history can be adjusted whilst leaving
the large-scale environment of the system unchanged, thus min-
imising other potential influences. Controlled experiments such as
this can be realised through the use of the “genetic modification"
technique (GM, Roth et al. 2016; Rey & Pontzen 2018), an exten-
sion of the Hoffman-Ribak algorithm (Hoffman & Ribak 1991).
Genetic modification yields an efficient and controlled means of
examining the role of assembly history on the evolution of what is
otherwise essentially the same central galaxy.
We use the GM approach to examine, in a direct and system-
atic fashion, the influence of assembly history on the evolution of
galaxy-CGM ecosystems. In a recent study, Sanchez et al. (2019)
used the GM technique to examine the influence of a dark mat-
ter merger history on the column density of circumgalactic OVI.
Here, our focus is the role of assembly history in physically medi-
ating galaxy evolution. We use the EAGLE galaxy formation model
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to simulate the assembly of a dark matter halo, whose present-day
halo mass is (marginally) greater than the mass scale at which AGN
feedback becomes efficient in the EAGLE model. We start from ini-
tial conditions that have been adjusted from the original ‘Organic’
case to yield either accelerated or delayed halo assembly. We show
that assembly history markedly influences the evolution of the cen-
tral galaxy and its halo gas, and examine the response of the CGM
to expulsive AGN feedback, showing that the reconfiguration of
the CGM at lower density following AGN feedback events is key
to facilitating quenching. Moreover, we show that the magnitude
of these changes is significant when compared with the intrinsic
uncertainty associated with the evolution of individual objects in
galaxy formation models that use stochastic subgrid implementa-
tions of star formation and feedback.
This paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we outline
the rationale by which our candidate dark matter halo was selected
and describe how the initial conditions were generated and genet-
ically modified. We also give details of the simulation model, ex-
plain how the progenitors of the system are tracked through the
simulation, and explain how certain diagnostic quantities were cal-
culated. In Section 3 we evaluate the properties and assembly histo-
ries of the modified haloes, before examining the effects of a mod-
ified assembly history on the galaxy-CGM ecosystem in Section 4.
Within the latter section, we examine the effects of assembly his-
tory on the properties of the central galaxy (Section 4.1), on the
growth of supermassive BHs and their associated AGN feedback
(Section 4.2), on the CGM mass fraction (Section 4.3), and on the
structure and thermodynamic properties of the CGM (Section 4.4).
We summarise our results in Section 5. Throughout, we adopt the
convention of prefixing units of length with ‘c’ and ‘p’ to denote
comoving and proper scales respectively, e.g. ckpc for comoving
kiloparsecs.
2 METHODS
Our analyses are based on a suite of simulations that follow the
formation and evolution of an individual ∼ L? central galaxy and
its immediate environment, in its full cosmological context. This is
most efficiently achieved via the adoption of ‘zoomed’ initial con-
ditions (see e.g. Katz & White 1993; Bertschinger 2001), whereby
only the object of interest is followed at high resolution and with
hydrodynamics, whilst the remainder of the periodic volume is fol-
lowed with purely collisionless dynamics and at reduced resolu-
tion. To evolve these initial conditions, we utilise the EAGLE ver-
sion of the GADGET3 code. In this section we detail how the ini-
tial conditions of our simulations were generated and subsequently
“genetically modified" (Section 2.1). We then briefly describe the
EAGLE model (Section 2.2), explain how we test for the influence
of stochasticity on our results (Section 2.3), outline our techniques
for identifying and characterising our galaxy-CGM system and its
progenitors (Section 2.4), and detail how various diagnostics used
in our analysis were calculated (Section 2.5). We note that sum-
maries of the EAGLE model are provided by many other studies,
we therefore present only a brief description of the model in Sec-
tion 2.2. Readers familiar with the model may wish to skip that
section.
2.1 Construction of the initial conditions
To obtain a fiducial case of a present-day ∼ L? galaxy with a
broadly typical specific star formation rate and circumgalactic gas
fraction, we identify candidate galaxies for resimulation from a par-
ent volume evolved with a detailed galaxy formation model, rather
than following the more common practice of identifying candidate
dark matter haloes from a simulation evolved with purely collision-
less dynamics. We identify candidate galaxies from a periodic sim-
ulation of uniform resolution whose initial conditions were gener-
ated with the GENETIC software (Stopyra et al. 2020); use of this
simulation rather than, for example, simulations from the EAGLE
suite, simplifies the subsequent process of applying modifications
to multi-resolution zoom initial conditions. This parent simulation
adopts the best-fit cosmological parameters from Planck Collab-
oration et al. (2016), h = 0.6727, Ω0 = 0.3156, ΩΛ = 0.6844,
σ8 = 0.831 and ns = 0.9645. It is L = 50 cMpc on a side, and
is populated with N = 5123 collisionless dark matter particles
of mass 3.19 × 107 M and an (initially) equal number of bary-
onic particles of mass 5.6 × 106 M . The cosmological parameters
and particle masses are therefore sufficiently similar to those of the
standard-resolution EAGLE simulations that simulating the volume
with the EAGLE Reference model yields a galaxy population of
similar realism to those simulations.
D20 noted that in both EAGLE and TNG, the influence of ef-
ficient AGN feedback on the mass fraction of the CGM, and by
extension the properties of galaxies, is most apparent in haloes of
present day mass M200 ∼ 1012.5 M . We therefore sought central
galaxies hosted by haloes of this mass, and identified as our resimu-
lation target a present-day central galaxy of stellar mass M? = 4.3×
1010 M , hosted by a halo of mass M200 = 3.4×1012 M and virial
radius r200 = 318 kpc. The galaxy exhibits an extended stellar disc,
has a stellar half-mass radius of r?,1/2 = 7.5 kpc, and is steadily
star-forming (sSFR = 10−10.2 yr−1). The CGM mass fraction of
the host halo, fCGM, normalised by the cosmic baryon fraction,
Ωb/Ω0, is 0.31. Following D20, we define fCGM ≡ MCGM/M200,
where MCGM is the total mass of all gas within the virial radius
that is not star-forming2. The centre of the nearest halo of at least
equal mass is 3.3 Mpc from the centre of the target halo, a separa-
tion of more than 6 times the virial radius of the more massive halo;
this ensures that the physical influence of neighbouring systems is
negligible.
To construct the multi-resolution zoom initial conditions, we
first identify all dark matter particles at z = 0 residing within a
sphere of radius r = 3r200, centred on the potential minimum of the
halo, and trace them to their coordinates in the unperturbed (effec-
tively z = ∞) particle distribution. The zoomed initial conditions
of the halo are then constructed by masking the Lagrangian region
defined by this particle selection in the unperturbed mass distribu-
tion; the enclosed mass distribution is resampled at higher resolu-
tion with a factor of 8 more particles (which represent both bary-
onic and dark matter), whilst the remainder of the volume is resam-
pled with a factor of 8 fewer particles, which act as low-resolution
boundary particles to provide the correct large-scale gravitational
forces. The Zel’dovich displacements corresponding to the original
phases and power spectrum (the latter now sampled to the higher
and lower Nyquist frequencies of the high-resolution and boundary
particles, respectively) are then reapplied. Evolution of these initial
conditions yields the unmodified, or ‘Organic’ assembly history.
We then apply the linear genetic modification technique of
Roth et al. (2016) and Pontzen et al. (2017)3 to construct a pair
2 This excludes the ISM, which is treated as a single-phase star forming
fluid in the EAGLE model (See Section 2.2)
3 Further details of the technique are given by Rey & Pontzen (2018).
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of complementary initial conditions, designed to yield modified
halo assembly histories whilst maintaining approximately the same
present-day halo mass. We have modified the initial conditions to
yield assembly histories shifted, with respect to the Organic case,
to both an earlier time (‘GM-early’) and a later time (‘GM-late’).
Specifically, the initial conditions were adjusted such that at z = 99,
the matter that comprises the halo’s main progenitor at z = 2 has
a mean overdensity differing from the Organic case by factors of
1.05 and 0.95 respectively. The adjustments simultaneously ensure
that the mean overdensity (at z = 99) of the matter comprising the
halo at z = 0 remains unchanged, thus approximately fixing the
final z = 0 halo mass.
In common with the construction of the EAGLE initial con-
ditions (see Appendix B4 of Schaye et al. 2015), the final step
(for both the Organic and modified initial conditions) is to re-
place the high-resolution particles in each case with a pair of par-
ticles consisting of a gas particle and a dark matter particle, with
a gas-to-dark matter mass ratio of Ωb/(Ω0 − Ωb). The masses of
the gas, dark matter and low-resolution mass tracer particles are
therefore mg = 7.35 × 105 M , mdm = 3.98 × 106 M , and
mlr = 3.02 × 108 M . The particle pairs are positioned such that
their centre of mass corresponds to the position of the replaced par-
ticle, with the gas and dark matter particles moved in the (1, 1, 1)
and (−1,−1,−1) coordinate directions, respectively.
2.2 The EAGLE model
We evolve the initial conditions to the present day with the EA-
GLE galaxy formation model (Schaye et al. 2015; Crain et al.
2015; McAlpine et al. 2016). EAGLE uses the Tree-Particle-Mesh
(TreePM) smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) solver GAD-
GET3 (last described by Springel 2005), with substantial modifica-
tions including the adoption of the pressure-entropy SPH formula-
tion of Hopkins (2013), the artificial viscosity and artificial conduc-
tion switches of Cullen & Dehnen (2010) and Price (2010) respec-
tively, and the time step limiter of Durier & Dalla Vecchia (2012).
The subgrid physics implementation includes radiative heating
and cooling for 11 individual elements (Wiersma et al. 2009a) in
the presence of a time-varying UV/X-ray background (Haardt &
Madau 2001) and cosmic microwave background (CMB) radia-
tion. The ISM is treated as a single-phase fluid with a polytropic
pressure floor (Schaye & Dalla Vecchia 2008). Gas with density
greater than a metallicity-dependent threshold (Schaye 2004) is eli-
gible for conversion to star particles stochastically (Schaye & Dalla
Vecchia 2008), at a rate that by construction reproduces the ob-
served Kennicutt-Schmidt relation (Kennicutt 1998). Star particles
are treated as stellar populations with a Chabrier (2003) stellar ini-
tial mass function (IMF), which evolve and lose mass according to
the model of Wiersma et al. (2009b), and inject feedback energy
associated with star formation by stochastically and isotropically
heating neighbouring gas particles by a temperature increment of
∆TSF = 107.5 K (Dalla Vecchia & Schaye 2012). Black holes of
initial mass 105 M/h are seeded on-the-fly at the centres of haloes
with masses greater than 1010 M/h and act as “sink” particles that
grow through BH-BH mergers and Eddington-limited Bondi-Hoyle
accretion, modulated by the circulation speed of gas close to the BH
(Rosas-Guevara et al. 2015). The associated feedback energy is in-
jected by stochastically and isotropically heating neighbouring gas
particles by a temperature increment of ∆TAGN = 108.5 K (Booth
& Schaye 2009; Schaye et al. 2015). As motivated by Schaye et al.
(2015) and described by Crain et al. (2015), the efficiency of EA-
GLE’s stellar feedback prescription was calibrated to reproduce
both the present-day galaxy stellar mass function (GSMF) and the
present-day sizes of galaxy discs, while the efficiency of the AGN
feedback prescription was calibrated to reproduce the present-day
relation between BH mass and stellar mass.
The particle mass resolution of our initial conditions (MDM =
3.98 × 106 M) is slightly higher than the resolution at which the
Reference EAGLE model was calibrated (MDM = 9.70×106 M),
resulting in a reduction of artificial radiative losses from gas heated
by both stellar and AGN feedback. The galaxy population evolved
with the EAGLE Reference model falls below the observed GSMF
at the mass scale of our selected system (Schaye et al. 2015), in-
dicating that feedback is too efficient on this scale; an increase
in resolution will only exacerbate this issue (see e.g. Font et al.
2020). We therefore adopt the recalibrated (RECAL) parameter
values for EAGLE’s subgrid feedback prescriptions, described by
Schaye et al. (2015, their Table 3), which yield an improved repro-
duction of the present-day GSMF at higher resolution. For each set
of GM initial conditions, we have also run counterpart simulations
in which no black holes are seeded and no AGN feedback occurs
(NOAGN), and simulations considering only collisionless gravita-
tional dynamics (DMONLY).
2.3 Realisations with alternative random number seeds
EAGLE’s stochastic subgrid implementations of star formation and
feedback require that a quasi-random number is drawn and com-
pared to probabilities governed by local gas conditions. In the limit
of adequate sampling, the influence of the intrinsic uncertainty as-
sociated with stochastic implementations diminishes, such that the
properties of the galaxy population in a cosmic volume are, in a
statistical sense, agnostic to the choice of the initial seed used by
the quasi-random number generator. However, the uncertainty can
in principle be significant when considering the evolution of indi-
vidual objects (Keller et al. 2019), as is the case here.
To assess the importance of this uncertainty for our zoom sim-
ulations, we evolve the three assembly histories nine times each,
adopting each time a different seed for the quasi-random number
generator used by the star formation and feedback routines. Com-
parison of the seed-to-seed scatter of a given property, for a fixed
assembly history, enables us to assess whether differences in the
same properties for simulations of different assembly histories are
significant. Where we show a single reference case for a given as-
sembly history, we choose the realisation that adopts the same seed
value as the EAGLE simulations, but we note that this choice is not
special, and that all nine realisations of each assembly history are
equivalent.
2.4 Identifying haloes, galaxies and their progenitors
Haloes are identified in the simulations through the application of
the friends-of-friends (FoF) algorithm to the dark matter distribu-
tion, with a linking length of 0.2 times the mean interparticle sepa-
ration. Gas, star and BH particles are then assigned to the FoF group
(if any) of their nearest dark matter particle. The SUBFIND algo-
rithm (Springel et al. 2001; Dolag et al. 2009) is then used to iden-
tify bound substructures within haloes. Throughout this work, the
properties of haloes, such as the spherical overdensity mass (M200)
and CGM mass fraction ( fCGM), are computed within a radial aper-
ture r200, centred on the halo’s most bound particle, which encloses
a mean density equal to 200 times the critical density, ρcrit. Galaxy
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properties, such as the specific star formation rate, are computed by
aggregating the properties of the relevant particles within 30pkpc of
the halo centre, following Schaye et al. (2015).
To obtain the merger history of the genetically-modified
galaxy-halo system, we first identify the 100 most bound dark mat-
ter particles4 comprising the halo in the Organic case, realised
using the standard EAGLE random number seed, at z = 0. The
main progenitor of the halo in each prior snapshot is then defined
as the subhalo containing the greatest fraction of these particles,
thus yielding a reference merger history. To identify the equiva-
lent structure at the same epoch in other simulations, i.e. those with
modified assembly histories, or those employing different physical
models (NOAGN/DMONLY), we cross-match the 100 most-bound
dark matter particles comprising the main progenitor at that epoch.
This method affords a reliable means of tracking of the same ob-
ject across all simulations. In the very early stages of the halo’s
assembly, poor particle sampling of the halo, combined with differ-
ences in accretion history between the Organic and GM systems,
can result in the misidentification of the correct progenitor in the
GM-early and GM-late simulations. We highlight where this is the
case throughout via the use of dotted curves.
2.5 Feedback energetics and cooling timescales
We use the total energy injected by AGN feedback relative to the
binding energy of the halo baryons as a diagnostic quantity in Sec-
tion 4.2. The total energy injected over the lifetime of a BH of mass
MBH at time t is given by:
EAGN(t) = fr1 − r (MBH(t) − MBH,seed)c
2, (1)
where MBH,seed = 105 M/h is the seed mass of the BH, c is the
speed of light, and r = 0.1 is the radiative efficiency assumed for
the BH accretion disk. The parameter f = 0.15 specifies the frac-
tion of the radiated energy that couples to the surrounding gas, and
its value is calibrated to reproduce the observed relation between
the BH mass and the galaxy stellar mass (Schaye et al. 2015). Ap-
proximately 1.67% of the rest mass energy of gas accreted by the
BH is therefore coupled to the gas surrounding the BH. We sub-
tract the contribution from the BH’s seed mass, since it has not
been injected into the gas in the simulation. The “intrinsic” binding
energy of the baryons at time t, Ebbind(t), is obtained by calculating
the binding energy of the halo in an equivalent, collisionless, dark-
matter only simulation5, and multiplying this by the cosmic baryon
fraction: Ebbind(t) = (Ωb/Ω0)E200DMO(t).
We examine the radiative cooling times of circumgalactic gas
particles in Section 4.4, which we compute for sets of particles by
dividing the sum of their total internal thermal energies, ui , to their
total bolometric luminosities, Lbol,i , via tcool =
∑
i ui/
∑
i Lbol,i .
The bolometric luminosity is given by Lbol,i = n2H,iΛiVi , where
nH,i is the hydrogen number density of the gas particle, Λi is
its (volumetric) radiative cooling rate specified by its tempera-
ture, density, element abundances, and the incident flux from the
CMB and metagalactic UV/X-ray radiation fields, andVi = mg,i/ρi
where mg,i is the particle mass and ρi is its mass density.
4 The recovered merger history is not strongly sensitive to this choice.
5 As discussed by D19, we use intrinsic binding energy measurements from
the DMONLY simulation, because the inclusion of baryonic physics can
systematically alter the binding energy of the underlying dark matter struc-
ture to a degree comparable with the intrinsic scatter at a given M200.
Consistent with the implementation of radiative cooling in
EAGLE, we use the volumetric net radiative cooling rates tabulated
by Wiersma et al. (2009a), which were computed using CLOUDY
version 07.02 (Ferland et al. 1998). The tables specify the cooling
rate as a function of hydrogen number density, nH, temperature, T ,
and redshift, z for each of the 11 elements tracked by the EAGLE
model (H, He, C, N, O, Ne, Mg, Si, S, Ca and Fe), and we interpo-
late them in log10 nH, log10 T , z, and, in the case of the metal-free
cooling contribution, the helium fraction nHe/nH. The element-by-
element contributions are then used to compute the net cooling rate
for the particle:
Λ = ΛH,He +
∑
i>He
Λi,
ne/nH
(ne/nH)
ni/nH
(ni/nH) , (2)
where ΛH,He is the metal-free contribution, Λi, is the contribu-
tion of element i for the solar abundances assumed in CLOUDY,
ne/nH is the particle electron abundance, and ni/nH is the particle
abundance in element i.
3 GENETICALLY MODIFIED ASSEMBLY HISTORIES
We begin with an examination of the assembly histories and
present-day properties of the haloes yielded by our application of
the genetic modification technique. Recall that our aim is to sys-
tematically shift the assembly of the halo to earlier or later times,
without inducing strong changes to the mass of the halo at z = 0.
Fig. 1 shows maps of the dark matter surface density of the GM-
early (left column), Organic (centre column) and GM-late (right
column) haloes in the RECAL simulations, at the present day (up-
per row) and at z = 2 (lower row). The white circle on each panel
denotes the virial radius, r200(t). The field of view in each case
is 1.28 cMpc, which corresponds to 4r200 for the Organic halo at
z = 0. The images present a striking representation of the effect
of the technique: the structure of the Organic and modified haloes
at the present day is similar, but at z = 2 major differences in the
structure of the halo’s main progenitor are evident, with the assem-
bly of the GM-early (GM-late) case being significantly advanced
(delayed) with respect to the Organic case.
Fig. 2 shows the mass accretion history of the haloes, i.e. the
halo mass of the main progenitor of the present-day halo, M200(t).
As noted in Section 2.4, the identification of the main progenitor
can be ambiguous at early times, therefore the tracks in each case
are plotted with dotted lines until M200(t)/M200(z = 0) = 0.01.
Here, and in subsequent figures of this style, for each of the GM-
early, Organic and GM-late families we show the evolution derived
from all nine of the simulations run in each case (each adopting a
different initial seed for the quasi-random number generator). The
solid lines do not represent the evolution of the system for any par-
ticular seed, but rather show the median value of the quantity of
interest at each epoch. The differences in the median from that of
the Organic family is shown in the sub-panels of all plots of this
type. The distribution of values emerging from the nine simula-
tions comprising each of the GM-early, Organic and GM-late fam-
ilies is illustrated with progressively lighter shading between pairs
of seeds that give increasingly divergent results from the median
value. We quantify this scatter with the interquartile range (IQR);
in a rank-ordered sample of values taken from the nine simulations
comprising each family, the third and seventh values are good ap-
proximations for the 25th and 75th percentiles, and we quote the
difference between these as the IQR throughout.
We also show as a dotted line on Fig. 2 the redshift-dependent
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Figure 1. Surface density maps of the dark matter distribution for the GM-early (left column), Organic (centre column) and GM-late (right column) haloes at
z = 0 (upper row) and at z ≈ 2 (lower row). The white circle on each panel denotes the virial radius, r200. The field of view in each case is 1.28 cMpc, which
corresponds to 4r200 for the Organic assembly history at z = 0. The halo mass, M200, is quoted on each panel. The haloes exhibit similar present-day M200,
but have significantly different masses at z ≈ 2 as a result of their differing assembly histories.
critical halo mass introduced by Bower et al. (2017), namely the
mass at which buoyant transport of winds from EAGLE’s stellar
feedback is expected to cease to be efficient, Mcrit = 1012(Ω0(1 +
z)3 +ΩΛ)−1/8 M . Bower et al. (2017) noted that the rapid growth
of central BHs in EAGLE tends to begin when haloes reach this
mass, and interpreted this as a signature of BH fuelling by cooling
flows from the quasi-hydrostatic CGM that builds in response to the
cessation of buoyant transport. The epoch at which this threshold
is reached by the median of each of family is denoted by an arrow
and has value t = 2.13 Gyr (GM-early), t = 3.74 Gyr (Organic)
and t = 7.10 Gyr (GM-late). We discuss the consequences of the
significant difference of these values in following sections.
As is critical for our purposes, the genetic modification pro-
cess induces strong deviations from the Organic assembly history
in the modified cases. At z = 2, the GM-early system has already
reached a halo mass of log10(M200/M) = 12.21 (IQR= 0.01 dex),
while the Organic halo has a mass of log10(M200/M) = 11.86
(IQR= 0.01 dex) and the GM-late halo has assembled a halo
mass of only log10(M200/M) = 10.87 (IQR= 0.01 dex). These
values represent 47 percent, 23 percent and 3 percent of the fi-
nal halo masses, respectively. By z = 1, the evolutionary tracks
of the GM-early and Organic cases converge, and the halo mass
evolves in a similar fashion for both thereafter. In the GM-late sim-
ulations, the halo mass evolves much more steadily, only attain-
ing (and briefly exceeding) the mass of the other realisations after
z = 0.5. Despite these significant differences in mass accretion his-
tory, the present-day halo masses of the haloes are very similar,
at log10(M200/M) = 12.54 (GM-early, IQR= 0.01 dex), 12.50
(Organic, IQR= 0.02 dex) and 12.46 (GM-late, IQR= 0.01 dex).
As might be expected, there is little scatter between runs adopting
different seeds.
The above results demonstrate that the genetic modification
technique enables controlled, systematic adjustment of the assem-
bly history of an individual system, while only introducing changes
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Figure 2. The halo mass accretion histories, M200(t) of the three families
of RECAL simulations. The three families attain similar final halo masses,
but have markedly different accretion histories. Solid lines show the me-
dian M200 of the nine simulations of each accretion history, with each run
adopting a different seed for the quasi-random number generator used by
EAGLE’s stochastic implementations of star formation and feedback. The
distribution across the nine simulations of each history is denoted by pro-
gressively lighter shading between pairs of seeds that give increasingly di-
vergent results from the median. Evolutionary tracks are shown as dotted
lines where M200(t)/M200(z = 0) < 0.01. The sub-panel shows the devi-
ation, ∆(t), of (log10 of) the median halo mass of each family with respect
to that of the Organic family. The black dashed line denotes the redshift-
dependent critical halo mass, Mcrit(z), where the buoyant transport of out-
flows driven by stellar feedback in EAGLE is expected to cease being ef-
ficient (Bower et al. 2017). The time corresponding to the first snapshot
output for which M200(t) > Mcrit(z) is denoted by a coloured arrow for
each family of simulations.
of ±0.04 dex in the final halo mass. Note that these differences are
dependent on the precise definition of halo mass (e.g. M200, M500
etc), since the altered accretion history also necessarily changes
the density profile of the halo. While the GM technique permits
iterative adjustment to match any particular definition of the final
halo mass more precisely (Rey & Pontzen 2018), this would not
serve any particular physical purpose in the context of our numeri-
cal experiments. In the wider galaxy population in the largest EA-
GLE simulation volume (Ref-L100N1504), a shift of 0.1 dex about
M200 = 1012.5 M corresponds to a difference in the median fCGM
of only 0.028. Greater differences in fCGM can therefore be reason-
ably interpreted as a response to the modified assembly history of
the halo.
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Figure 3. The evolution of the specific star formation rate (sSFR) of the
central galaxy for the three families of simulations. Curves, shading and ar-
rows are defined as per Fig. 2. Dashed lines show the median sSFR in sim-
ulations where AGN feedback is disabled (i.e. where no BHs are seeded).
A minimum value of 10−13 yr−1 is imposed for clarity, and we denote the
canonical threshold for quenching, sSFR= 10−11 yr−1, with a grey dotted
line. The sub-panel show the deviation, ∆(t), of (log10 of) the median sSFR
of each family from that of the Organic family. Earlier halo assembly leads
to a stronger reduction in the sSFR; all simulations in the Organic and GM-
late families yield present-day star forming galaxies, while all but three of
the GM-early simulations yield passive galaxies at z = 0.
4 THE INFLUENCE OF HALO ASSEMBLY HISTORY
ON THE GALAXY-CGM ECOSYSTEM
We turn now to the properties of the galaxies realised with each set
of initial conditions in Section 4.1. To investigate the differences
induced by adjustment of the halo assembly history, we then ex-
amine the evolution of the central SMBH mass in Section 4.2, the
evolution of the CGM mass fraction in Section 4.3 and the structure
and properties of the CGM in Section 4.4.
4.1 Properties of the central galaxy
We first explore how differences in the halo’s mass accretion his-
tory influence the evolution of the central galaxy. Fig. 3 shows the
evolution of the sSFR of the central galaxy of the halo in the three
families. The sSFR is computed at each snapshot epoch, averaged
over the preceding 300 Myr to suppress sampling noise in, and
short-term variation of, the star formation rate (which can vary sig-
nificantly on short, ∼ 106 yr timescales, see McAlpine et al. 2017).
For clarity, we impose a minimum value of 10−13 yr−1, and note
that in any case it is not feasible to infer lower, non-zero values
from observational measurements. We note that the evolution of
the sSFRs of the EAGLE galaxy population was explored in detail
by Furlong et al. (2015).
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The sSFR decreases with advancing time in all three fami-
lies of simulations. In the Organic and GM-late cases, the decline
is relatively shallow, and in all simulations from these families
the galaxy remains actively star forming at z = 0, with medians
of sSFR > 10−10.6 yr−1 and sSFR = 10−10.0 yr−1, respectively.
In contrast, the median sSFR for the GM-early family declines
rapidly at z ≈ 2, effectively ‘quenches’ (i.e. its sSFR drops below
10−11 yr−1) at z = 0.86, and remains quenched at all subsequent
times, with median sSFR = 10−12.4 yr−1 at z = 0. The scatter be-
tween runs of differing random seed values is mild for the Organic
and GM-late cases, with present-day IQR values of 0.2 dex, but
is much more significant for the GM-early case, at 1.5dex, driven
primarily by the sampling noise that arises at low SFRs due to the
discreteness of the forming star particles. In consequence, three of
the nine simulations from this family yield galaxies that remain star
forming (i.e. sSFR> 10−11 yr−1) at z = 0. This scatter notwith-
standing, it is clear that the median trends of the three families are
unambiguously influenced by the halo assembly history. By adjust-
ing this property for an individual halo, we are able to convert a
star-forming galaxy with a typical present-day star formation rate
into either a more vigorously star-forming galaxy, or one that is
quenched.
To demonstrate that AGN feedback is essential to the quench-
ing of the galaxy, we add dashed lines to Fig. 3 to show the median
sSFR evolution for each family in simulations with AGN feedback
disabled (i.e. where no BHs are seeded). There is little difference
for the GM-late case, indicating that AGN feedback does not signif-
icantly affect the evolution of the galaxy for this assembly history,
and in the Organic case disabling the AGN feedback only mildly
elevates the sSFR for z . 1.5. Conversely, disabling AGN feed-
back in the GM-early case results in the galaxy never quenching,
retaining a present-day sSFR of 10−10.4 yr−1.
Quenched galaxies that populate the red sequence are typi-
cally observed to have spheroidal morphologies and predominantly
dispersive kinematics (e.g. Kelvin et al. 2014; van de Sande et al.
2017, 2018). We therefore now examine how adjustments to the
halo assembly history impact the kinematical evolution of the cen-
tral galaxy. Fig. 4 shows the evolution of the stellar co-rotational
kinetic energy fraction, κco 6, of the main progenitor of the central
galaxy, for the three families of simulations. κco is defined as the
fraction of the kinetic energy of the stars in the galaxy that is in-
vested in co-rotational motion, for which a threshold value of 0.4
has been shown to separate star-forming discs (κco > 0.4) from
quenched spheroids (κco < 0.4) in EAGLE (Correa et al. 2017).
For all three assembly histories, the kinematics of the central
galaxy initially exhibits little co-rotational motion, before κco rises
to maximal values of κco = 0.70 (GM-early), κco = 0.69 (Organic)
and κco = 0.46 (GM-late) at z = 2, z = 1 and z = 0.5 respectively,
signalling the formation of a rotationally-supported disc. Compar-
ison of the evolution in κco with that of M200 in Fig. 2 illustrates
that the difference in timing is due to the halo mass assembly his-
tory; the majority of the co-rotational kinetic energy in the galaxy
is built up over the period in which the host halo accretes most
of its final mass. For all seed values, the GM-late galaxy then re-
tains a similar value of κco until the present day, while κco declines
for the Organic and GM-early galaxies after reaching a maximum.
At the present day, the GM-late and Organic galaxies are disc-like
(i.e. κco > 0.4), with similar median values of κco = 0.43 and
6 We compute κco using the publicly-available routines of Thob et al.
(2019).
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Figure 4. The evolution of the stellar co-rotational kinetic energy fraction,
κco, of the central galaxy for the three families of simulations, shown in
the same fashion as Fig. 2. The sub-panel shows the deviation, ∆(t), of the
median value of each family from that of the Organic family. The Organic
and GM-late assembly histories yield present-day disc galaxies with κco >
0.4, while the simulations of the GM-early assembly history yield galaxies
with spheroidal morphology, i.e. κco < 0.4.
κco = 0.44 respectively. By this same definition, the GM-early
galaxy becomes spheroidal at z ' 1, with a median across the nine
seed values of κco = 0.24 at z = 0.
The scatter induced by using different random number seed
values is mild for the GM-late and Organic cases, with present-
day IQR values of 0.05 and 0.04 respectively, but it is stronger for
the GM-early case (IQR= 0.16). D20 reported that the correlations
between κco and properties of the halo (such as fCGM) are weaker
than for the sSFR, and the overlap in the scatter for the three cases
here reflects this. Nonetheless, for the GM-early assembly history,
eight of the nine seeds yield a galaxy with κco < 0.4 at the present
day. The morphologies of galaxies can clearly be changed from
disc-like to spheroidal through a controlled modification of the halo
assembly history.
These results are complementary to those of D20, who showed
that in EAGLE and TNG, there exists a significant correlation (at
fixed halo mass) between proxies for halo assembly time and the
degree of rotational support in the stellar kinematics of central
galaxies. Here we demonstrate a causal connection between these
quantities, since our controlled experiment enables us to compare
directly the morphological evolution of individual galaxies that dif-
fer only in the assembly histories of their host haloes.
To illustrate the transformative effects of a modified assembly
history on the properties of the central galaxy, we show in Fig. 5
face-on and edge-on images of a present-day galaxy from each
family. We show the galaxy from each assembly history family that
adopts the same random number seed used by the EAGLE suite,
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Figure 5. Face-on (upper row) and edge-on (lower row) present-day surface density maps of the stellar distribution of the central galaxies that form in the
GM-early (left column), Organic (centre column) and GM-late (right column) haloes. The galaxy shown in each case is that in the simulation from each
assembly history family that adopts the same random number seed as the EAGLE simulations. The overlaid contours show the star-forming gas distribution,
enclosing hydrogen column densities of NH = 1020, 1021, and 1022 cm−2 in progressively darker shades of green. The field of view (and projected depth) of
the maps is 80 ckpc. The specific star formation rate (sSFR) and stellar co-rotational kinetic energy fraction (κco) are quoted for each galaxy in the lower row.
but as noted in Section 2.3, this choice is equivalent to any other
(i.e. the example was not “cherry-picked” and is representative of
the overall population). The images are surface density maps of the
stellar distribution with a field of view, and depth in the projection
axis, of 80 ckpc. The overlaid green contours show the distribution
of the ISM within the same volume; the three progressively darker
contours enclose hydrogen column densities of NH = 1020, 1021,
and 1022 cm−2 respectively.
The Organic and GM-late assembly histories yield actively
star-forming disc galaxies, with the GM-late galaxy exhibiting
greater rotational support (κco = 0.50) than the Organic case
(κco = 0.43). The GM-early galaxy is quenched and exhibits a
slightly oblate spheroidal morphology (κco = 0.24). The Organic
and GM-late galaxies host extended discs of star-forming gas, sus-
taining sSFRs of 10−10.0 yr−1 and 10−10.6 yr−1 respectively; the
GM-late galaxy hosts significantly more star-forming gas (quanti-
fied by the ISM mass fraction, fISM ≡ MISM/M? = 0.24) than the
Organic galaxy ( fISM = 0.08). In contrast, the GM-early galaxy is
devoid of star-forming gas, with an instantaneous sSFR of zero; the
value quoted in Fig. 5 is integrated over the preceding 300 Myr for
consistency with the results shown in Fig. 3.
In comparing the columns of Fig. 5, one is comparing three
versions of the same galaxy, in a halo of near-identical mass,
embedded within the same large-scale environment. As we will
demonstrate in the remainder of this section, the differences be-
tween these realisations lie in how significantly the content, density
and cooling time of their CGM has been affected by AGN feedback,
which must ultimately be determined by the halo assembly history
as this is the only variable we adjust.
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Figure 6. The evolution of the BH mass, MBH(t), for the three families
of simulations, shown in the same fashion as Fig. 3. Sub-panels show the
deviation, ∆(t), of the logarithm of the median BH mass from that of the Or-
ganic case. Earlier halo assembly leads to the formation of a more massive
central BH, and by extension the injection of more AGN feedback energy.
4.2 BH growth and AGN feedback
We begin investigating the cause of the differences shown in Sec-
tion 4.1 by examining the influence of halo assembly history on
the growth of the central BH. Previous studies indicate that these
processes are fundamentally linked (Booth & Schaye 2010, 2011)
and, as shown in Fig. 3, the quenching of star formation as a result
of earlier halo assembly requires the injection of energy by AGN
feedback. D20 identified that the correlations between fCGM and
the properties of galaxies (such as the sSFR and its morphology),
and between fCGM and proxies for the halo assembly history, are
mediated by the expulsion of circumgalactic gas due to efficient
AGN feedback. In both EAGLE and TNG, these effects are mani-
fest in haloes that are sufficiently massive to host central BHs capa-
ble of delivering a quantity of feedback energy to the galaxy-CGM
ecosystem that is comparable to the binding energy of the CGM
gas. In EAGLE this corresponds to haloes with M200 & Mcrit, i.e.
those for which the buoyant transport of outflows heated by stellar
feedback ceases to be efficient, resulting in the establishment of a
quasi-hydrostatic hot halo. In TNG it corresponds to the haloes that
host massive BHs (MBH & 108 M), since AGN feedback is typi-
cally delivered in the efficient kinetic mode for such haloes in that
model (Weinberger et al. 2018).
Fig. 6 shows the evolution of the mass of the central BH7,
MBH(t), for the three families of simulations. Comparison of
the median curves reveals that the central BHs in the GM-early
family reach a greater present-day mass (log10(MBH/M) =
7 We define the central BH as the most massive BH particle in the system.
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Figure 7. The evolution of the EAGN/Ebbind ratio for the three families of
simulations, shown in the same fashion as Fig. 3. Here EAGN is the total
energy injected by AGN feedback and Ebbind is the intrinsic binding energy
of the halo’s baryons. Sub-panels show the deviation, ∆(t), of the median
value from that of the Organic case. Earlier halo assembly leads to the injec-
tion of more AGN feedback energy relative to the intrinsic binding energy
of the halo baryons.
8.08, IQR= 0.30 dex) than is the case for the Organic family
(log10(MBH/M) = 7.90, IQR= 0.08 dex), having commenced
their rapid growth phases earlier. By z = 1, the median MBH of the
GM-early family has reached 59 percent of its final value, while the
median for the Organic case has reached only 20 percent of its fi-
nal value. In marked contrast to these families, BHs in the GM-late
family of simulations remain close to the seed mass until z ' 1,
and do not grow rapidly until z ' 0.3. In consequence, they attain
a significantly lower present-day mass (log10(MBH/M) = 7.28,
IQR= 0.20 dex). The shaded regions in Fig. 6 indicate that the
growth histories of individual BHs can vary due to the stochastic
nature of EAGLE’s feedback scheme; however there is clear sepa-
ration between the three families of simulations, with overlap be-
tween only the most extreme cases.
The early collapse of dark matter haloes (of a fixed present-
day mass) leads to a higher concentration (e.g. Neto et al. 2007)
and hence central binding energy. If a central BH is to self-regulate
its own growth, one might expect that the ratio of the energy it in-
jects through feedback to the binding energy of the baryons should,
in the absence of other contributing influences, asymptote to a sim-
ilar value regardless of assembly time. However, D20 showed that
the ratio of the injected feedback energy to the (intrinsic) binding
energy of the halo correlates negatively with assembly time in both
EAGLE and TNG, such that the additional energy injected by the
central galaxy of early-forming haloes “overshoots” the additional
binding energy resulting from their higher concentration.
We therefore examine whether this ratio changes systemati-
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cally in response to adjustment of the halo assembly history. Fig. 7
shows the evolution of the EAGN(z)/Ebbind(z) ratio, where EAGN(z)
is the total energy injected by AGN feedback (defined per Equa-
tion 1). We focus only on the energy injected by AGN, since it
is this mechanism that is principally responsible for circumgalactic
gas expulsion in haloes of M200 & 1012.5 M in EAGLE. Ebbind(z)
is the intrinsic binding energy of the halo baryons, computed from
the particle distribution of the evolving haloes in their counterpart
DMONLY simulations. This self-consistently accounts for differ-
ences in the structure of the haloes induced by their mass accretion
histories (see Section 2.5).
Prior to the onset of the efficient growth of the BH, EAGN 
Ebbind. Once M200 ' Mcrit, the rapid growth of the BH results in a
rapid increase of EAGN, such that the ratio EAGN/Ebbind stabilises
at a value of order unity. In general, the ratio settles at a value
greater than unity because radiative cooling inhibits the unbinding
of circumgalactic gas, and because a fraction of the gas unbound at
early times can re-accrete later as the halo potential grows (see e.g.
Mitchell et al. 2020). The halo reaches Mcrit at very different times
for the three assembly histories, and the increase in EAGN/Ebbind
follows suit. The final median ratio for the GM-early case is high-
est (EAGN/Ebbind = 2.52, IQR= 1.94), followed by the Organic
case (2.26, IQR= 0.44), while the ratio for the GM-late case is far
lower (0.83, IQR= 0.45). The scatter in the ratio is equivalent to the
scatter in MBH (since Ebbind is computed from a DMONLY run and
is independent of the chosen seed) and is greatest for the GM-early
case.
The assembly history of the halo therefore appears to di-
rectly influence how much energy, beyond that required to un-
bind the halo’s baryons, is injected into the galaxy-CGM ecosys-
tem by the central BH. This connection was also identified by
D20 through examination of statistical correlations in the EAGLE
Ref-L100N1504 simulation. Critically, however, the differences in
MBH and EAGN/Ebbind between the Organic, GM-early and GM-
late haloes can be exclusively linked to differences in their assembly
histories in our controlled experiment. This is not the case for sta-
tistical analyses of populations drawn from large volumes, where
factors such as environment may also play a role.
4.3 CGM mass fraction
We now turn to the effects of these differences in AGN feedback on
the baryon content of the CGM. Fig. 8 shows the evolution of the
CGM mass fraction, fCGM(t), normalised by the cosmic baryon
fraction, Ωb/Ω0, for our three families of simulations. The halo
in the GM-late family of simulations has the highest CGM mass
fraction at the present day, fCGM/(Ωb/Ω0) = 0.50 (IQR= 0.06),
followed by the Organic case (0.31, IQR= 0.05), and the GM-early
case (0.15, IQR= 0.07).
In all three families, fCGM is low at early epochs, likely be-
cause the potential of the nascent halo is too shallow to accrete
photoionised gas after the epoch of reionisation. As the halo grows,
fCGM quickly increases to a peak, max( fCGM) = (0.62, 0.58, 0.76)
for GM-early, Organic and GM-late, respectively, but then begins
to decline towards its z = 0 value over several Gyr, with the decline
broadly commencing when the halo mass reaches Mcrit (denoted
by the coloured arrows). Comparison of the tracks in Fig. 8 with
those of Fig. 6 illustrates that, as per the findings of Oppenheimer
et al. (2019), a strong decline in fCGM generally follows shortly
after periods of rapid growth of the central BH, which is coinci-
dent with the halo reaching Mcrit (Bower et al. 2017). As noted
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Figure 8. The evolution of the CGM mass fraction, fCGM(t) ≡
MCGM(t)/M200(t), normalised by the cosmic average baryon fraction,
Ωb/Ω0, for the three families of simulations, shown in the same fashion
as Fig. 3. Sub-panels show the deviation, ∆(t), of the median value from
that of the Organic case. Earlier halo assembly leads to a more significant
depletion of baryons from the CGM.
in Section 3, the modified haloes reach Mcrit significantly earlier
(GM-early) and later (GM-late) than the Organic case, resulting in
a markedly different evolution of fCGM in each case. By z = 1 the
GM-early halo has already been strongly depleted of circumgalac-
tic gas, fCGM/(Ωb/Ω0) = 0.25, IQR= 0.04, while the Organic
halo (0.49, IQR= 0.02) is only slowly being depleted of baryons
prior to a more rapid depletion at z < 1, and the GM-late halo
(0.63, IQR= 0.01) does not begin to be be depleted until z . 0.7.
The strong correlation between the halo assembly history and the
present-day value of fCGM from large galaxy samples in EAGLE
and TNG (seen in D19 and D20) is therefore reproduced here in
direct response to systematic adjustment of the assembly history of
an individual halo.
Fig. 9 shows the present-day fCGM−M200 relation of haloes of
M200 > 1011.5 M in the EAGLE Ref-L100N1504 simulation as a
cloud of coloured points, with the running median relation obtained
with the LOWESS algorithm (Cleveland 1979) shown as a black
line. Symbols are coloured by the residuals about the LOWESS
running median log10(Ebbind) as a function of M200. As detailed in
Section 2.5, Ebbind represents the binding energy of the underlying
dark matter structure (rescaled by Ωb/Ω0), and is thus an effective
proxy for the halo assembly time that is simple to compute without
the need to examine merger trees; a greater binding energy corre-
sponds to an earlier assembly time. The overlaid tracks show the
evolution of (the median) fCGM − M200 relation of the GM-early,
Organic and GM-late simulations; values at z = 3, z = 1 and z = 0
are denoted by large triangle, circle and square symbols, respec-
tively. At the present day, the CGM mass fraction of the Organic
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Figure 9. Present-day CGM mass fractions, fCGM(t) ≡ MCGM(t)/M200(t),
of haloes in the EAGLE Ref-L100N1504 simulation, normalised by the cos-
mic average baryon fraction,Ωb/Ω0, as a function of halo mass, M200, with
the solid curve denoting the running median. Symbols are coloured by resid-
uals about the relationship between the intrinsic binding energy of the inner
halo, E2500DMO, and M200. The evolution of the median fCGM/(Ωb/Ω0) with
the median M200 for the three assembly histories is overlaid, with their lo-
cations on the plot at z = 0, z = 1 and z = 3 denoted by squares, circles
and triangles respectively. At z = 0, the Organic system lies close to the
median relation, while the systems realised with modified initial conditions
span the scatter in the Ref-L100N1504 simulation.
halo is similar to the running median value for the EAGLE popula-
tion. The halo was not explicitly selected on this criterion, however
the selection of an unquenched present-day galaxy with a typical
star formation rate makes it unlikely that the Organic case would
deviate far from the median relation in EAGLE.
The haloes with adjusted assembly histories yield present-day
circumgalactic gas fractions that reside towards the extremities of
the scatter for EAGLE haloes of M200 ≈ 1012.5 M . If one com-
pares with EAGLE haloes in a 0.2dex wide bin centred on this
mass, the GM-late halo represents a +2.0σ shift from the median in
terms of fCGM, while the GM-early halo represents a −1.3σ shift.
Clearly, if these systems were to occur “organically” in the simu-
lation, they would be amongst the most CGM-rich (GM-late) and
CGM-poor (GM-early) haloes of their mass. In terms of Ebbind, the
GM-late halo represents a −1.5σ shift from the median, while the
GM-early halo represents a +1.2σ shift; as is clear from the symbol
colouring, the GM-late (GM-early) cases yield fCGM values simi-
lar to haloes in the EAGLE simulation with low (high) values of
Ebbind.
The evolution of the EAGN/Ebbind ratio, shown in Fig. 7, pro-
vides an intuitive explanation for the evolution of the CGM mass
fraction. At z = 1, the energy injected via AGN feedback has al-
ready exceeded the binding energy of the baryons in the GM-early
case (EAGN/Ebbind ' 2.5, IQR= 3.2), and consequently the CGM
of the halo in the GM-early family has already been depleted of
a significant fraction of its mass. In the Organic case the two en-
ergies are comparable (EAGN/Ebbind ' 0.6, IQR= 0.2) and the
CGM is about to be depleted, while in the GM-late case the in-
jected energy remains much less than the intrinsic binding energy
(EAGN/Ebbind ∼ 10−3, IQR= 0.1) and the CGM remains gas-rich.
It is plausible that there is a close coupling of this ratio to the
CGM mass fraction, such that the injection of more energy rela-
tive to the binding energy of the baryons yields a lower fCGM, and
this is largely supported by comparison of Figs. 7 and 8. There is,
however, substantial overlap between the scatter in the EAGN/Ebbind
ratio for the GM-early and Organic simulations, and they reach
similar final EAGN/Ebind despite exhibiting significantly different
fCGM (see Fig. 8). A potential explanation for this is that earlier
energy injection is more efficient at evacuating the CGM; gas in
the vicinity of the BH is heated by a fixed temperature increment in
EAGLE’s feedback scheme, and therefore reaches a higher fraction
(or multiple) of the halo virial temperature (or entropy) if heated
whilst in a shallower potential.
The results presented in this section, and in Section 4.2, pro-
vide new and complementary evidence supporting the hypotheses
of D19 and D20: in the galaxy populations of EAGLE and TNG, the
binding energy of the underlying dark matter halo (a good proxy for
assembly time) correlates positively with MBH and EAGN/Ebbind,
which both in turn correlate negatively with fCGM, thus connecting
the assembly histories of dark matter haloes with their circumgalac-
tic mass fractions. We can now confirm a direct and causal connec-
tion between these processes, as the only difference between our
three families of simulations lies in the halo accretion history.
4.4 Structure and thermodynamic state of the CGM
The results presented in the previous sections show that the expul-
sion of circumgalactic gas by AGN can be effectively “dialled” up
or down via adjustment of the halo assembly history. We turn now
to the effects of these differences on the structure and physical state
of the CGM, and to the consequences for the central galaxy.
D20 showed that in both EAGLE and TNG, haloes that are
gas-poor exhibit longer characteristic cooling times (and charac-
teristic entropies) than gas-rich haloes at fixed mass. The radiative
cooling time distributions of fluid elements in gas-poor haloes were
also shown to be systematically greater than those of fluid elements
in gas-rich haloes of similar mass. The effect of this shift is that the
CGM is less able to cool and replenish the ISM when the latter is
depleted by star formation and feedback processes, ultimately facil-
itating quenching and morphological transformation. We therefore
now examine the CGM cooling times of our genetically-modified
haloes with the aim of establishing a causal link between early
halo assembly and the suppression of cooling from the CGM at
late times.
In Fig. 10 we show present-day radial profiles of several prop-
erties of the circumgalactic gas within r200 in our three families of
simulations. To obtain these curves for each family, particles in the
CGM realised with all nine random number seeds are stacked8 as
a function of their radial distance, r , from the halo centre in 100
bins of equal particle number. The upper left panel shows radial
profiles of the CGM cooling time, tcool, normalised by the Hub-
ble time, tH. As described in Section 2.5, we define tcool as the
sum of the internal energies of the particles in each bin divided
8 Since all nine simulations in each family are equivalent, stacking them
affords affords superior particle sampling of the radial profiles ‘for free’.
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Figure 10. Radial profiles of the cooling time (tcool, calculated as described in Section 2.5), median temperature (T ) and median density (ρgas) of fluid elements
comprising the CGM, for the three assembly history families. The solid curves show stacked values for particles from all nine simulations of each family. The
cooling time is normalised to the Hubble time, tH, and the temperature is normalised to the virial temperature T200. Density profiles are shown normalised
to the mean gas density expected in the absence of radiative processes (lower left panel), and to the true mean density of the halo, ρ¯gas (lower right panel).
An NFW profile with a concentration c = 10 is shown as a dotted line in the lower-left panel. Earlier halo assembly leads to longer CGM cooling times, not
because the gas is heated, but because the mean density of the CGM is reduced in response to AGN-driven gas expulsion.
by the sum of their bolometric luminosities, in order to mimic an
observational measurement. In all three cases, tcool rises monoton-
ically as a function of r/r200 and indicates the presence of some
efficiently-cooling gas (tcool  tH) in the centres of all three fam-
ilies, with the bulk of the gas exhibiting long cooling times for
r & 0.2r200. Gas in the GM-early family exhibits the longest char-
acteristic tcool, followed by the Organic and GM-late families. We
quantify these differences with the characteristic cooling time at
r = 0.5r200; tcool(0.5r200) = 2.9tH for the GM-early family, 1.6tH
for the Organic family and 0.4tH for the GM-late family. D20 com-
puted global tcool values for haloes in EAGLE and TNG by per-
forming the same calculation considering all particles within r200.
We denote these values, thalocool , for our three families of simulations
with arrows in the upper left panel of Fig. 10; thalocool = 14.1, 5.0 and
2.6 Gyr for the GM-early, Organic and GM-late families respec-
tively. In all three cases, thalocool < tcool(0.5r200) since the former is
strongly weighted to the most rapidly-cooling material in the halo.
Differences in the expulsion of baryons from the CGM clearly in-
duce strong changes in the ability of the CGM to cool efficiently,
replenish the ISM and sustain star formation.
To elucidate the cause of these shifts in the cooling time pro-
files, we show radial profiles of the median gas temperature and
density in the upper-right and lower-left panels of Fig. 10 respec-
tively. The temperature profiles are normalised to the halo virial
temperature, T200 ≡ GM200µmp/2kBr200, where G is Newton’s
gravitational constant, mp is the proton mass, kB is the Boltzmann
constant and we assume a mean molecular weight, µ, of 0.59, con-
sistent with a fully ionised primordial gas. The temperature pro-
files indicate the presence of cool gas in the centres of all three
families, a rapid increase in temperature with increasing radius
for r < 0.2r200, followed by a steady decline in temperature to-
wards r = r200. The temperature profiles for the three simula-
tion families are near-identical throughout the bulk of the halo;
T(0.5r200) = 1.09T200, 1.11T200 and 0.96T200 for the GM-early,
Organic and GM-late cases respectively. It appears that the bulk of
the CGM is quasi-hydrostatic (T ∼ T200), and that differences in the
expulsion of the CGM do not induce strong changes in its charac-
teristic temperature. Circumgalactic gas heated by AGN feedback
must therefore leave the halo quickly without strongly heating the
gas that remains.
The density profiles in the lower-left panel of Fig. 10 show
the median gas density, ρgas, normalised to the mean density
of the halo baryons expected in the absence of any expulsion,
ρcosmic200 = (Ωb/Ω0)ρDMO200 , where ρDMO200 is the mean density of
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the halo’s counterpart in a purely gravitational DMONLY simu-
lation. A Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) profile with a concentra-
tion, c, of 10, is shown with a dotted line to illustrate the pro-
file expected in the absence of dissipative or expulsive processes.
The median density profiles of our three simulation families fall
well below the NFW profile as a result of baryon expulsion (see
also Crain et al. 2010; Kelly et al. 2020); critically, earlier as-
sembly leads to lower gas densities in the CGM. Over the ma-
jority of the galactocentric radius, the three families exhibit pro-
files of similar shape, but the GM-early family exhibits the lowest
normalisation (ρgas(0.5r200) = 0.32ρcosmic200 ), followed by the Or-
ganic (ρgas(0.5r200) = 0.49ρcosmic200 ) and GM-late (ρgas(0.5r200) =
0.84ρcosmic200 ) families.
The lower-right panel of Fig. 10 shows the median density
profiles normalised to ρ¯gas, the mean density of gas within r200.
When normalised in this fashion, the density profiles of the three
families are very similar, revealing that differences in the fraction
of the halo baryons expelled by feedback do not strongly affect the
form of the CGM density profile, only its overall mass and mean
density. This suggests that the outflows driven by feedback are able
to entrain and expel gas from the halo at all radii, and/or that halo
quickly reconfigures itself at a lower density following expulsive
feedback episodes.
We conclude that AGN feedback elevates the cooling time of
the CGM primarily as a consequence of the reduction of its char-
acteristic density. Since the radiative cooling rate of gas is propor-
tional to the square of its density, this change extends the character-
istic cooling time of the CGM and inhibits the efficient replenish-
ment of the ISM, leading to sustained quenching of star formation.
Our controlled experiment reveals that the magnitude of this ef-
fect is greater for haloes that assemble earlier and experience more
AGN feedback over cosmic time, thus explaining the marked dif-
ferences in the evolution of the sSFR for the three families of sim-
ulations shown in Fig. 3.
These differences in the cooling properties of the CGM are
likely also the cause of the differences in morphological evolution
between our central galaxies. D20 speculated that the connection
between assembly history and morphology arises because the el-
evation of the CGM cooling time (in response to circumgalactic
gas expulsion) inhibits the replenishment of the interstellar gas in
galaxy discs, which would otherwise stabilise them against trans-
formation by mergers, tidal interactions and gravitational instabil-
ities, and enable re-growth of the stellar disc (see e.g. Robertson
et al. 2006; Hopkins et al. 2009; Font et al. 2017). This hypothesis
is borne out by our results; as shown in Fig. 4, the transformation
in the Organic and GM-early cases is gradual and proceeds over
several gigayears, contrary to the rapid transformation one would
expect from a major merger.
5 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
We have investigated the impact of the assembly history of a dark
matter halo on the properties of its central galaxy and circumgalac-
tic medium (CGM), using a suite of zoom simulations with con-
trolled assembly histories. We have used the “genetic modification”
(GM) technique (Roth et al. 2016; Pontzen et al. 2017, see also Rey
& Pontzen 2018) to adjust the assembly history of the halo, whilst
ensuring that its present day mass (M200) is not significantly al-
tered.
This study was motivated by the previous identification of sev-
eral correlations at fixed halo mass in the EAGLE and IllustrisTNG
(TNG) cosmological, hydrodynamical simulations of galaxy for-
mation, which suggested that differences in assembly history drive
the scatter in the CGM mass fractions of dark matter haloes, me-
diated by differences in the integrated feedback from active galac-
tic nuclei (AGN) injected into the system. These correlations, pre-
sented in Davies et al. (2019, D19) and Davies et al. (2020, D20),
also indicate that differences in the expulsion of CGM baryons
by AGN feedback play a key role in governing the properties of
∼ L? central galaxies, particularly with regard to their star forma-
tion history and morphological evolution. The quenching and mor-
phological transformation of ∼ L? galaxies therefore appears to
be directly linked to the assembly history of their host dark matter
haloes, which is determined only by the underlying cosmogony.
A limitation of these findings, however, is that they were
arrived at by comparing different haloes in cosmologically-
representative volumes, thus precluding the exclusion of other pos-
sible influences, such as environment. Here, we have moved be-
yond a purely statistical analysis, and established a causal and ex-
clusive link between these processes via the use of a controlled
numerical experiment. We use zoom simulations of the same halo,
creating three families of simulations with different assembly histo-
ries. Beside the unmodified “Organic” case, we have created com-
plementary initial conditions that shift the halo assembly history to
earlier (“GM-early”) and later (“GM-late”) times.
The galaxy we have studied was drawn from a simulation
of a periodic volume evolved with the Reference EAGLE model
(Schaye et al. 2015; Crain et al. 2015). It was selected to be a
present-day moderately star-forming (sSFR= 10−10.2 yr−1) cen-
tral galaxy of stellar mass M?,30kpc = 4.3 × 1010 M hosted by
a halo of mass M200 = 3.4 × 1012 M , chosen to match the halo
mass scale at which the correlations between the CGM mass frac-
tion and halo assembly are the strongest in EAGLE and TNG. The
zoom simulations were carried out with the ‘Recal’ EAGLE model
(Schaye et al. 2015); we also use counterpart simulations with only
collisionless gravitational dynamics (DMONLY) and full-physics
simulations where no black holes are seeded and no AGN feedback
occurs (NOAGN). To quantify the effects of the stochasticity inher-
ent to EAGLE’s subgrid treatments of star formation and feedback,
we evolve the simulation from the initial conditions with nine dif-
ferent initial seed values for the quasi-random number generator
used by these routines. We therefore quote the emergent properties
of the halo and galaxy at a given epoch as the median value of the
property measured for all nine simulations, and quantify the scatter
with the interquartile range (IQR).
Our results can be summarised as follows:
(i) The three families of assembly histories yield haloes with
very similar final halo masses; the GM-early and GM-late cases
differ from the Organic case by only 0.04 dex. The families exhibit
strong differences in their assembly histories, as intended, a result
of the genetic modifications. At z = 2, the epoch at which the over-
density of the matter comprising the halo is specified by the GM
technique, the GM-early system has already assembled 47% of its
final mass, while the Organic and GM-late systems have assembled
23% and 3% of their final masses respectively (Fig. 2).
(ii) The halo assembly history has a marked influence on the
star formation history of the central galaxy. All realisations of the
GM-late and Organic haloes remain actively star-forming at the
present day (i.e. sSFR> 10−11 yr−1), while the GM-early system
is quenched at the present day in six of the nine realisations. A sys-
tematic shift in the assembly history of the dark matter halo hosting
a star-forming ∼ L? galaxy can therefore result in galaxy quench-
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ing. AGN feedback is crucial for mediating this connection; in its
absence, all realisations of all three families of assembly histories
yield galaxies that are star-forming at the present day (Fig. 3).
(iii) The decline of the sSFR in the GM-early and Organic sys-
tems is accompanied by a decrease in the degree of rotational sup-
port in the stellar disc, quantified using the stellar co-rotational ki-
netic energy fraction, κco. In the GM-early case, the central galaxy
experiences a strong morphological evolution from disc-like to
spheroidal, while in the Organic and GM-late cases the central
galaxy remains disc-like. (Fig. 4, see also the images in Fig. 5).
(iv) In all three families, the onset of rapid BH growth is broadly
coincident with M200(z) reaching the threshold, Mcrit(z), at which
EAGLE’s stellar feedback is expected to cease efficiently regulat-
ing star formation (Bower et al. 2017). Prior studies using cosmo-
logical simulation indicate that earlier-forming and more tightly-
bound haloes foster the growth of more massive BHs (Booth &
Schaye 2010, 2011), and the GM-early system indeed hosts a more-
massive central BH at the present day than the Organic system,
which in turn hosts a more massive BH than the GM-late system
(Figure 6).
(v) Once M200 exceeds Mcrit(z), the total energy injected by the
AGN, EAGN, increases quickly to become comparable with the in-
trinsic binding energy of the halo baryons, Ebbind. The final ratio
of these quantities is greatest for the GM-early case, followed by
the Organic case, then the GM-late case (Fig. 7). The differences in
halo binding energy induced by the adjustment of the assembly his-
tory therefore modulate the total energy injected by AGN feedback
relative to the binding energy.
(vi) The CGM mass fraction, fCGM, declines for all three GM
cases once the halo mass exceeds Mcrit(z) and the BH begins
to grow rapidly and efficiently inject energy as AGN feedback.
The onset of baryon expulsion in each system is coincident with
EAGN ' Ebbind. In accord with the correlations found between
fCGM and proxies for the halo assembly time in EAGLE and TNG
(D19,D20), the GM-late halo is the most gas-rich at the present
day, followed by the Organic and GM-early haloes, demonstrat-
ing the strong influence of assembly time on the baryon content of
the CGM (Fig. 8). The induced differences in fCGM are compa-
rable with the scatter in the present-day fCGM − M200 relation of
the galaxy population in the EAGLE Ref-L100N1504 simulation
(Fig. 9).
(vii) The AGN-driven expulsion of baryons elevates the cooling
time of the baryons remaining in the CGM. This occurs primarily
because the expulsion reconfigures the CGM at a lower density.
Since the radiative cooling rate of gas is proportional to the square
of its density, the expulsion strongly influences the ability of the
CGM to replenish the ISM as it is consumed by star formation and
ejected by feedback process. (Fig. 10).
Our findings demonstrate conclusively that, in the EAGLE
model, present-day ∼ L? galaxies are significantly influenced by
the assembly history of their host dark matter haloes. We identify a
clear sequence of events: haloes that form earlier than is typical for
their mass foster the growth of more massive central BHs, which
inject more feedback energy into their surrounding gas relative to
the binding energy of the halo’s baryons. This expels a greater frac-
tion of the CGM, reconfiguring it at a lower mean density, elevat-
ing its cooling time and inhibiting replenishment of the ISM. This
facilitates the quenching and morphological transformation of the
central galaxy. While the results of D19 and D20 suggested this se-
quence indirectly, via the identification of correlations in large sta-
tistical samples, here we can have greater confidence that assembly
history is the fundamental driver. This is because we consider the
evolution of an individual halo, and thus minimise or eliminate the
influence of other variables.
We have only considered the EAGLE simulation model in this
study, however the results of D20 demonstrated that this picture
is similarly applicable to the TNG model, signalling an important
consensus between the two state-of-the-art models of the evolution
of the galaxy population. If this controlled experiment were repli-
cated using the TNG model we anticipate recovering qualitatively
similar outcomes, but with differences in detail stemming from the
use of very different subgrid treatments of the feedback processes
associated with star formation and BH growth. As shown by D20,
the onset of efficient baryon expulsion in EAGLE occurs when high
BH accretion rates are reached, since the efficiency of AGN feed-
back is fixed; this happens at earlier times for earlier-assembling
systems. In contrast, the onset of efficient expulsion in TNG oc-
curs when the BH accretion rate is low compared to the Eddington
rate, and the AGN injects feedback energy in the high-efficiency
‘kinetic’ mode. This is typically the case once MBH is greater than
the “pivot mass” of 108 M , and this threshold is likely reached at
earlier times for central BHs hosted by earlier-assembling haloes.
The triggering of efficient AGN feedback is key to the sequence of
events described above, and it is difficult to conceive of a model in
which this does not occur at earlier times for earlier-forming haloes,
encouraging us to posit that our findings are likely general.
D19 demonstrated that the soft (0.5-2.0 keV) X-ray luminos-
ity of the CGM is an attractive observational proxy for fCGM (in
the case of ∼ L? central galaxies), and that it correlates strongly
with properties such as the BH mass and star formation rate in
the same fashion as fCGM. Detailed study of the X-ray-luminous
CGM of galaxies with diverse star formation rates, morphologies
and central BH masses therefore presents a plausible means of test-
ing the predictions advanced here, though such studies await the
launch of next-generation X-ray observatories such as Athena (Bar-
ret et al. 2016) and Lynx (Özel 2018). Prior to the advent of these
missions, a promising alternative is to appeal to survey data from
the eROSITA instrument aboard the recently launched Spectrum-
Roentgen-Gamma mission (Merloni et al. 2012). It is currently
mapping the entire X-ray sky at 15” spatial resolution, enabling
the X-ray luminosity profiles of nearby (z ≈ 0.01) L? haloes to
be spatially resolved. In a recent study, Oppenheimer et al. (2020)
used EAGLE and TNG to create mock eROSITA observations, and
stacked these data about the co-ordinates of simulated star-forming
and quiescent galaxy samples. This exercise demonstrated that if
circumgalactic gas fractions are as sensitive to the properties of
present-day ∼ L? galaxies as is indicated by the simulations, the
differences will be evident in eROSITA data.
The correlation of galaxy properties with halo properties other
than mass is often termed ‘galaxy assembly bias’, an extension of
the halo assembly bias that is characterised by the dependence of
halo clustering (at fixed mass) on halo assembly time (e.g. Sheth &
Tormen 2004; Gao et al. 2005). The existence of galaxy assembly
bias in cosmological hydrodynamical simulations was first demon-
strated, also using the EAGLE simulations, by Chaves-Montero
et al. (2016, see also Matthee et al. 2017); however efforts to detect
the effect in observational surveys have yielded mixed results (see
e.g. Yang et al. 2006; Deason et al. 2013; Tinker et al. 2017; Tojeiro
et al. 2017; Zu et al. 2017; Wechsler & Tinker 2018), and at present
the evidence remains inconclusive. A consequence of this bias is
that it has the potential to introduce systematic errors into galaxy
clustering diagnostics based on halo occupation distribution (HOD)
models (e.g. Peacock & Smith 2000), since the latter assume that
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halo occupation is exclusively a function of halo mass (e.g. Zentner
et al. 2014; Zehavi et al. 2018; Artale et al. 2018). In the simula-
tions presented here, galaxy assembly bias is manifest not only in
the stellar mass content of dark matter haloes, but is also expressed
in other properties of the galaxy-CGM ecosystem. We speculate
therefore that galaxy assembly bias may also introduce a signif-
icant systematic error into the halo models of the cosmic atomic
hydrogen distribution used to forecast the 21-cm emission power
spectrum (e.g. Padmanabhan & Refregier 2017).
Finally, we remark that this galaxy assembly bias emerges as
a consequence of physical interactions occurring throughout the
growth of galaxies and their host dark matter haloes, mediated pri-
marily by the growth of the central BH and complex gas dynam-
ics governed by gravity and feedback-driven outflows. Since an-
alytic techniques for connecting galaxies with dark matter struc-
tures, such as HOD and subhalo abundance matching, are typically
stress-tested using semi-analytic galaxy formation models, an in-
teresting avenue for future enquiry would be a detailed comparison
of the galaxy assembly bias signatures that emerge in those models
with the signatures now becoming evident in cosmological hydro-
dynamical simulations of the galaxy population.
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